TO: A. L. HorMay  CP&RES
FROM: DISTRICT RANGER - Bogard-Lassen
SUBJECT: G-COOPERATION-CP&RES

DATE: March 25, 1954

I have a letter from Tom Clayton in which he would like to plan on running yearlings on Harvey Valley this year, sending his cows and calves to Oregon.

Would it be suitable to have all yearlings in the Burgess Springs pastures rather than 10 yearlings and 10 cows and calves?

We can arrange for cows and calves at some inconvenience if absolutely necessary.

Joseph V. Flynn

66: Forest Supervisor
DISTRICT RANGER, Bogard Ranger District, Lassen National Forest, Susanville

A. L. HORMAY, Range Conservationist (Res.)

RR, MANAGEMENT, Ponderosa Pine Ranges, Harvey Valley

March 29, 15

Dear Joe:

In reply to your memorandum of March 25 (COOPERATION, CFARES), yes it will be satisfactory to use yearlings in the Burgess Spring pastures. If Tom Clayton plans to graze yearlings in Harvey Valley then we will deal with yearlings in our experimental program this year -- using 20 head at Burgess Spring, 20 head in Harvey Valley, and 20 head on Poison Lake.

Kindly let me know when ground conditions will permit taking the earliest look at the allotment this spring. I want to be able to reach most parts of the allotment in not more than about 1/2 mile walk from the car.

(Dictated by Mr. Hormay and signed in his absence to avoid delay.)

cc: For. Supr., Lassen

ALHormay:ED